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Abstract

Abstract
Ultimate, sometimes known as Ultimate Frisbee, carries with it particularities that sets it
apart from other sports. The players are heavily stereotyped as progressive, alternative, White
athletes, the sport itself rejects the status quo by encouraging self-officiation of the game by
athletes, and the idea of “Spirit” is written into the very rules that govern play. Ultimate requires
minimal equipment, there is no substantial endowment put into the sport, and athletic success is
not a way to produce income or gain an academic scholarship. These factors make it appear to be
a perfect avenue for equitable access. Yet, while Ultimate was created in 1968, a few years after
any legal racial segregation in the US ended, the population of the sport confirms its stereotype.
In other words, the sport is very White and lacks diversity. Through mixed qualitative
methodology including interviews and multimedia document analysis, this thesis examines the
ways that the foundation of Ultimate has produced this homogenous landscape. Further, through
practices common in the field of sports geography, this thesis looks to the ways that the
constructed space of a sport reflects spheres of society. This research finds that issues of
withheld knowledge, insidiously high financial barriers, inappropriately weighted identity of
alternative members of society, and hidden networks for implicit biases plague the “progressive”
sport of Ultimate.
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Introduction

Introduction
Ultimate frisbee is a sport on the rise. Many have at least heard of it, maybe even know
players personally, or engaged in it themselves. Ultimate is often considered a new kind of
athleticism – at least, that is the way players see their beloved game from the inside. As an
Ultimate athlete myself, I understand the draw. Athletes uninterested in the mainstream sports
such as basketball, soccer, or baseball find Ultimate with its bright jerseys, hippie culture, and
medley of never-before-seen rules to be attractive. Moreover, the differences between the players
just stumbling onto the field and those representing nations at international tournaments are
minute. As a first-year student at the University of Vermont, I joined the club Ultimate team for
my sixth year of play. One senior captain began playing as a first-year at UVM. Another senior
started her time in college on the soccer team and gravitated towards Ultimate in her second
year. A junior on the team was from the southeast, and I, originally from Atlanta myself,
remembered competing against her team in high school years before. Somehow, this rapidly
growing sport draws in high school Varsity basketball players, people trying their hand at
athletics for the very first time, and lifelong Ultimate participants alike.
This is a thesis that explores this exciting new sport and the social implications of the
way it has progressed over time. In many ways Ultimate is unique. However, Ultimate is a sport
created by people just like any other sport or social construct. This means that society can reflect
onto Ultimate and Ultimate back onto society. More specifically, the stereotypes that surround
Ultimate – the players are White, the players are progressive, and so on – expose deeper issues
that thread through the sport. Ultimate lacks racial diversity in a surprising way, especially
considering its history. Though it never existed during legal segregation, was created by some
college kids in New Jersey as a fun new way to be active, and only requires eight field markers
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and a disc, the sport has always been played overwhelmingly by White people. Despite the lack
of overtly racialized regulations, barriers surround the sport. Though they are often subtle, they
serve to protect racial hegemony.

What is Ultimate?
Ultimate frisbee begins with a field, typically grass but occasionally artificial turf, with
eight cones to align the corners. The field proper is 40 x 70 yards, with two endzones on either
end of the playing field that are 20 yards deep. Before a point begins, seven players from one
team line up on their endzone line and face the other team’s seven 70-yards away on the opposite
endzone. There are regulated locations on the field for the center of the playing area, the center
of each endzone, and “brick” marks 20-yards between the center of the field and the endzone
lines. There is also a suggested perimeter around the field to keep players and the audience
separated with a buffer. However, the only requirements for a game of frisbee are the outlines of
the playing area and endzones, labeled in the following diagram as the “End Zone” and “Central
Zone.”

Figure: Ultimate Playing Field Diagram (Rules of Ultimate | USA Ultimate, Appendix A)

The team on defense begins in this formation holding the disc, and when both lines of
players indicate their readiness with a raise of a hand, the disc is thrown by one defensive player
as far as they can down the field – this throw is called the “pull.” When the pull is released, play
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is “live,” and both lines simultaneously run into position to begin play. Where the pull lands is
where that point begins, and offense can begin to move the disc down the field to their scoring
endzone. In this way, Ultimate is quite similar to football. To score a point, a player must catch
the disc within the other team’s 40 x 20-yard endzone. However, similarly to basketball, players
cannot run while holding the disc. Rather, once a player catches a throw and stops their running
momentum in a step or two, they must set one foot down – this is known as a “pivot” – and
cannot pick that foot up again until they have released the disc. One defending player is allowed
to “stall” the player with the disc, and once they are within ten feet of the thrower, they can start
counting from one to ten at a slow pace. This count is the stall count. If the thrower has not
thrown the disc by the time their “mark,” or the defender stalling them, utters “t” of the word
“ten,” the offense has lost possession of the disc and offense and defense switch.
There are other ways to cause a turnover in Ultimate. Just like in soccer, the defense can
intercept passes and immediately turn to attack their own goal. The defense can also knock an
offender’s throw to the ground and earn possession in that manner. In fact, any time the disc
touches a blade of grass, possession changes. Because of this, every catch and throw counts. This
also means that players are sprinting, often bumping against one another, vying for the
opportunity to catch a throw or knock it away. Ultimate is considered a non-contact sport. In
other words, tackling, pushing, standing in the way of other defenders, or even hitting the disc
while it is held by another player are cause for a foul to be called.
Apart from a few high-level games, Ultimate is officiated by players. In other words,
players call fouls, make in- and out-of-bounds decisions, and settle any disputes that may arise
within the boundaries of the field and amongst the fourteen players that are in play. In those
games that are an exception, there are no referees. Instead, there are “observers,” who help by
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adding an objective third party to discussions between players, make in- and out-of-bounds calls,
and keep the game moving efficiently.
Ultimate is certainly unique but at the same time is a medley of many different sports.
Almost any field athlete can see pieces of their own game while they watch Ultimate. The
individuality of Ultimate comes from its newness, its officiation, and mostly from its reputation.

Racial Equity in Ultimate Frisbee
I fit into the lifelong participant cohort of Ultimate players. Atlanta, GA has many
opportunities to play, and the program at the Paideia School – my alma mater – has been
producing top tier athletes for decades. Michael Baccarini, the P.E. teacher in my elementary
school, happened to be among the first to draw Ultimate into the limelight, who co-authored the
book Essential Ultimate: Coaching, Teaching, and Playing from 2008, and was inducted into the
Ultimate Hall of Fame in 2018 (Michael Baccarini (Class of 2018)). Miranda Roth Knowles, a
teacher of biology and neuroscience at Paideia, is a world-renowned coach and athlete, and leads
the girls’ high school program at Paideia. Martin Aguillera, high school physics teacher and
frequent coach of United States National Ultimate Teams, co-coaches the boys’ Varsity team at
Paideia alongside Baccarini. I learned to throw as an elementary student and naturally found
myself joining an organized team in middle school. Ultimate was easily accessible to me. The
sport was even designed to be that way; a frequent introduction to the sport involves the
disclaimer “Ultimate is great because all you need are eight cones and a plastic disc!” And yet,
perhaps obviously, my experience as a White student at a private high school in the south is not
universal. In fact, even those playing at schools that were mere miles away had a vastly different
experience with Ultimate than I.
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In my time playing Ultimate, I have always been on majority White teams. In some
situations, majority is an understatement; I am frequently playing side by side and against only
White people. During all levels of Ultimate in Atlanta, Georgia, Burlington, Vermont, and
Amherst, Massachusetts, this observation has held true for me. Indeed, there are exceptions to
this rule, and yet the reputation of whiteness is stronger than any diverse bubble in the sport. In
an interview article posted by USA Ultimate (USAU), the governing body of sanctioned
Ultimate in the United States, the following interaction was highlighted:
Earlier this year [2019], Jesse and Khalif [two well-known players of Color]
attended Lei-Out, a beach tournament in Huntington Beach, Calif. Jesse
recalled walking down the beach one day when a woman ran up to him and
said, “Hey fellow Black person. What team are you on?” Jesse excitedly
responded, “I’m on the ethnic team!” Thirty minutes later, the woman found
Jesse and his team and shouted, “My people!”
Many people who are minorities among a large group or community can
relate to this exchange. You’re in a setting where no one around you looks
like you, and you begin to feel isolated, nervous and on edge because you
don’t want to say or do the wrong thing to make people feel as if you don’t
belong.
“It’s tough to be the token Black guy,” admitted Khalif. (Melton)

People of Color play Ultimate. However, they are less visible, and their participation is much
lower. As these two players were describing in this interview, they are frequently ridiculed for
the way that they play, the way they conduct foul calls and conversations. Khalif even finds
himself “lowering his voice or getting down on one knee when speaking to opponents so as to
not come off as aggressive” (Melton).
How did Ultimate get to this point? The sport was meant as a sort of retaliation against
mainstream athletics. The community even seems to pride itself in its commitment for diversity.
USAU has an Inclusion Statement:
USA Ultimate values the contributions and perspectives that a truly diverse
community provides our sport and its culture. Equity, diversity and inclusion
(EDI) are critical to the integrity of our sport, and USA Ultimate is
committed to increasing access to and participation in the sport, particularly
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amongst youth in underrepresented communities. (Equity, Diversity &
Inclusion | USA Ultimate)

USAU publishes racial demographic information collected from members when they join the
organization. Despite this written commitment to and acknowledgement of the necessity of
equity, they do not find ease of access about the racial makeup of the sport they govern to be
equally critical to the sport’s integrity. Internet searches, the Diversity Equity and Inclusion page
on the USAU website, and even searching on the website itself do not turn up demographic data.
After emailing with board members of USAU, however, I learned that racial demographic data
can be found embedded in links at the bottom of the membership information page.

Figure: A Comparison of Demographic Data from USA Ultimate in 2019 (top left, bottom left) (2019 USAU
Members by State-Age-Gender-Demographic-Levels - Google Sheets) and the US Census in 2020 (top right, bottom
right) (U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts)

While the White population is proportionately represented in Ultimate, most other groups are
underrepresented. The Asian population is an exception to this, as Ultimate shows over 8%
Asian participation compared to Asian people making up 5.6% of the US population. Looking at
10
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other races, however, the comparison is staggering. The US is 12.2% Black, while Ultimate
shows 1.55% participation. Hispanic participation in Ultimate is a sixth of what would be
representative. Importantly, USAU provides the options for members to select “Prefer Not to
Answer” or to not give an answer at all, a choice that almost a fifth of members chose. In other
words, while the US was 39.9% non-White in the 2020 census, USAU members a year before
were at most 37.34% non-White yet could have been as low as 17.48% non-White of any race.
This thesis considers Ultimate as a case study of built environments that have the
potential for equity, inclusion, and positive community impact but instead remain
overwhelmingly White. Is there something about Ultimate as a sport that fosters these
demographic issues? How did such a new sport that existed fully outside of formal segregation in
the United States end up less diverse than many sports that coexisted with real legal barriers to
entry for People of Color? What can be attributed to Ultimate that opens a way to fix these
problems? Finally, how do the issues found in Ultimate apply to other environments and societal
realms, and can we use these same fixes there?
Interviews of individuals who have engaged in Ultimate, as well of analysis of written
experiences, documentaries, and podcasts inform the engagement in this thesis. Through these
methods of inquiry, a few major themes rose to the surface. First, Ultimate is difficult to access.
Though not specifically designed to be so, the sport suffers from insularities and financial
barriers that deter many new players. Second, the strong identity of Ultimate plays into the same
niche as counter-culturalists, hippies, and alternative ways of living. While possible and not at all
unheard of, many people who are already marginalized find a hard time adding new labels that
push them farther from society’s beaten path. From there comes the third theme of
intersectionality. The identity of Ultimate just mentioned appears to develop a community of
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people who believe their participation in the sport is enough personal marginalization to waive
them of any pressures to strive for more equity. In other words, there is a complacency built into
Ultimate; the sport is new, unique, and has a strong aesthetic, why would one need to move
against its status quo? Finally, the rules themselves – self officiation, methods of communication,
and integration of personal perceptions into gameplay – accommodate biases that alienate
diversity.
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Forming the Three-Legged Stool (Literature Review):
Sports themselves cannot exist in isolation from the location where sports take place, and
they are similarly entwined with race, racism, and race relations. However, before removing one
of these three legs of the stool – sport, place, and race – we must analyze sport and race, sport
and place, and place and race as they each provide different ontologies.

Sports Geography – The Origins of the Field
In his article in the journal Teaching Geography, David Storey diligently outlines why we
must take the physical world and special relations into account when critically analyzing sport.
Storey (2011) follows different sporting phenomena in this short piece to highlight geography’s
relevance in understanding sport. Spatially, sport can be understood on a few levels. In the most
obvious context, geography and sport overlap in the sense that “sport happens in place and that,
at an organized level, individuals and teams represent a place” (Storey, pp. 67). Different games
could be restricted to a specific country, they could be played only in areas containing specific
ethnicities or nationalities, they could be more popular in certain regions of a country, they could
be popular in places historically colonized by the same empire, or they could be evenly spread
across regions of the globe.
Sport venues themselves create important spaces which allow for ample geographic
analysis. Venues create neighborhoods and business, sports clubs foster specific communities
within places, different locations become symbolic of success and prestige (think of what
Wimbledon means to tennis players as an example), and there is the oft felt sense of ownership
over “home” field during competition. “The sense of belonging at a particular sports ground or
even a particular part of a sports ground can be linked to ideas of topophilia (love of place) while
for ‘away’ fans there may be feelings of topophobia (fear of place)” (Storey pp. 68). Sports from
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one country might impact the populous of another as society becomes more globalized.
Barcelona FC fans can be found in the US, despite being physically distant. Athletics fuel
nationalism, international competition, instigate new economic agendas, and provide power to
influential athletes.
Wise and Kohe (2020) take these concepts a step further in an exploration of the extent to
which the field of sports geography has grown since its conception, as well as the direction in
which it is heading and should continue to go. This extensive summary of the field points out
what could almost be described as subdisciplines of the subdiscipline of sports geography; work
has been done under the sports geography title with sociocultural aspects, economic regeneration
and tourism, national development, space, and place meaning, political identity, colonial power
relations and decoloniality, and globalized branding, to non-exhaustively list a few. They touch
on how some sports associations are globalizing – for example, the North American-based NBA
played in London (Wise and Kohe). Large sporting events impact active behavior, competition
between teams can both provoke and alleviate international political rivalries, and sports can
serve as a chink in the armor of segregated societies to begin the process of desegregation. In a
timely way, they comment on the potential of the Olympics as a perfect case study: “we are
challenged to ask questions that relate to geography when watching the Summer or Winter
Olympics or understanding politically contested histories, such as when England and Argentina
meet in the FIFA World Cup, or when Real Madrid play against FC Barcelona” (Wise and Kohe,
pp. 3). More than anything else, they emphasize the multidisciplinary nature of sports geography.
In the journal Geography, Bale (1981) outlines what he believes to be the optimal
strategy for incorporating sports geography into mainstream education. While this piece focuses
on teaching techniques, it also provides an important framework for thinking about the
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geography of sport. He describes how sports diffuse across space and culture. Sports require
infrastructure, run through hierarchy and organizations, create both cultural and structural
spheres of influence (think businesses opening near stadiums), and force participants to move to
find athletic hubs and teams. Bale maps out regions in England where certain sports, such as
cycling, boxing, or table tennis, are more prevalent. What might these regional differences say
about the culture of those spaces, and are these differences results of the sports or resulting in the
sports themselves? Overall, the piece gives attention to the cultural and educational value of
“recreational-participatory” and “commercial-consumer” geographic lenses on sports and
athletics. In his own words, “after expenditure on television, radio, and audio equipment, sport is
the most rapidly growing sector of leisure industries, spending having increased at a rate of 8-1
per cent per annum between 1970 and 1977” (Bale, pp. 104). The emphasis of profit and
expenditure is missing from the articles of Storey and Wise and Kohe.
Indeed, one reason as to why a discussion intersecting a blossoming sport such as
Ultimate, race, and geography is compelling is the increasing popularity of the sport. In 2012, the
first professional league was created as the American Ultimate Disc League (AUDL) with a
mission “to increase the visibility of one of North America’s fastest growing sports by creating
fun, family friendly events that showcase the sport being played at its highest level” (“About the
AUDL”). While Bale does not have the foresight to highlight Ultimate in his research, he does
outline important questions for this paper: “Do working class industrial areas really identify with
different sports from leafy southern suburbs? Are minority recreational sports localized
geographically as well as numerically? How equitable is the degree of provision of opportunities
for various sports? Can sport provide clues which aid the identification of regional cultures?”
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(Bale, pp. 105). Each of these research questions can be applied in the context of this thesis, and
each are important to keep in mind while diving into the realm of sports geography.

Racial Constructions – Race, Place, and Sport:
Jeffrey Sammons’ article “‘Race’ and Sport: A Critical, Historical Examination” in the
Journal of Sport History serves the purpose of exploring the holistic, historical side of race
conceptually, as well as its part in the topic of sport. He begins with a discussion of race itself,
both analyzing and explaining how it carries societal meaning and power. Sammons largely
accepts the notion that race is “a ‘global sign,’ a ‘metalanguage,’ shaping outlook, defining
reality, and ascribing value in terms of the colors Black and White, which stand in binary
opposition while delineating the gulf between” (Sammons, pp. 208). Race is the false connection
of concrete, genetic markers with behaviors and attributes regarding intelligence, ability, and
worth, even though there is no real, inherent causation from one to the next. As Sammons is
describing, these connections do still have a very real impact on the way that individuals operate
within a society. Policies in place and social relations in practice both end up determining
constraints on people who share the same skin tone; race does not determine outcome but is
rather a way to defer blame from oppressors onto the oppressed. Brooks and Blackman (2011)
write that scholarship surrounding “non-White participation in sports needs to move beyond
storytelling and journalistic and folk pronouncements towards a deeper engagement with the
social, cultural, and political practices in communities of color and American life in general”
(Brooks and Blackman, pp. 444). Understanding race itself is necessary to critically analyzing
constructed space, such as sport.
The way race has been described so far is through a binary. To be White is to be of pale
complexion and to be Black is the opposite. Indeed, these days it seems easy to point at two
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people and label one Black and the other White. However, the people we label with these
qualifiers are not constant throughout history, even recently. This fact is evidence to the arbitrary
nature of the bases of racial demographics and the unfounded differences that inequities aim to
perpetuate. Take the Irish population in the US as an example. The U.S. society of 2020 would
consider the Irish to be White, a label that bestows both implicit and explicit privileges, varying
across all realms, from housing access to even just physical safety. A century or two ago,
however, the features of Whiteness understood today were juxtaposed by hostilities towards Irish
immigrants at the time. Thus, the tacit strategy was to shed the immigrant baggage in favor of
White privilege as quickly as possible. While Irish immigrants were able to capitalize on
preexisting White privileges through the 20th Century, established White groups found ways to
profit from their successful assimilation.
Irish immigrants in northern cities were separated from other lower-class ethnic groups to
maintain their exploited status. Omi and Winant (1986) claim: “With the end of Reconstruction
in 1877, an effective program for limiting the emergent class struggles of the later nineteenth
century was forged: the definition of the working class in racial terms—as ‘White.’” (Omi and
Winant, pp. 19). Without the explicit terms of slavery, new strategies of dominion were used to
continue the legacy of social stratifications. Buck (2001) argues that established White
populations, particularly "struggling northern whites” could shun the recently freed slave and
immigrant populations as they tried to gain social standing (Buck, pp. 27). She states that this
mindset allowed struggling White people to gain “a “psychological wage” instead of cash—a bit
like being employee of the month and given a special parking place instead of a raise." (Buck,
pp. 27). Thus, it was essential for the sense of privilege enjoyed by working class Whites already
established in America that immigrant populations still be viewed as other.
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Not surprisingly, after the turn of the 20th century, Irish immigrant communities began a
process of assimilation into Whiteness. Brodkin in her chapter included in Race, Class and
Gender in the US (1998) draws racial comparisons between Irish and Jewish populations in the
ways that they became incorporated into the blanket category of whiteness. Both groups were
largely culturally assimilated into “White” groups. “Their urban concentrations in dilapidated
neighborhoods put them cheek by jowl next to the rising elites and the middle class with whom
they shared public space and to whom their working-class ethnic communities were particularly
visible” (Brodkin, pp. 31). The further the US got from explicit, legally sanctioned, racist
practices like slavery, the easier assimilation became for Irish immigrant populations simply due
to physical proximity. Otherwise disenfranchised by their lack of fiscal power, they readily
bought into this racialized status to obtain access to upward mobility. Brodkin asks if immigrant
groups became “White because they became middle-class? That is, did money whiten? Or did
being incorporated into an expanded version of whiteness open up the economic doors to middleclass status?” (Brodkin, pp. 33). In a mutually beneficial way, the whitening of European
immigrant groups allowed for society to blame Black people for their destitution. As Irish
immigrant groups homogenized with other White people, “immigrants became ethnic groups
whose children had successfully assimilated into the mainstream and risen to the middle class”
(Brodkin, pp. 34). This success gave the Irish immigrants the impression that they had earned
access to privileges of Whiteness through merit in a way that others had not. At the same time as
Irish-Catholic immigrants became assimilated into the umbrella term of “White,” the rhetoric
around them furthered the divide between “Whiteness” and others. White as a category expanded
during the 1940 census, and “Euro-immigrants and their children were more securely White by
submersion in an expanded notion of Whiteness” (Brodkin, pp. 33).
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The post-racial state of Irish Americans exposes the deliberate nature of racial
discrimination against People of Color. There was no physical or biological reason to absorb
European immigrant communities into the label of “White” that differentiates those groups in
terms of ability or morality. Rather, those apparently successful groups can be used by those in
power as examples to exempt the system from blame for systemic issues. In other words, those
playing the Devil’s Advocate could ask: “If oppressed groups like the Irish were able to move
upwards into “privilege,” why can’t these other groups?” Vanderbeck (2006) cites an argument
pointing to moments in which “Whites have strategically used the project of making whiteness
(geographically) specific to deflect charges of White racism,” a concept especially but not
exclusively applying to “descendants of once abject Irish immigrants” (Vanderbeck, pp. 644)
The initial racialization of Irish immigrants allowed for the established upper-class to maintain
their economically elite status. De-racialization of Irish immigrants, on the other hand, allowed
for those same citizens to deny their part in suppression and exploitation.
Race is a vessel for maintaining hierarchies within society. Though this statement is not
directly about sports, there are connections. Sports require people to design them; they have set
rules, access norms, fashions, equipment sets, and team sizes. These guidelines, written or not,
echo the views and positionalities of their creators. Moreover, if the creators are of a privileged
group, it can be assumed that they do not need to incorporate equitable boundaries into their
newly created environment.
While we can strive for a day when race no longer equates with privilege, racial
categories still act in very real and numerous ways. Think of the neighborhoods people live in,
the food people eat, and the jobs people work. In one way or another, race contributes. Yet,
despite the seeming realness of race, it is more of a divisive social tool than anything truly
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biological. As Omi and Winant (1986) argue, “Racial categories and the meaning of race are
given concrete expression by the specific social relations and historical context in which they are
embedded” (pp. 16). Race is not an inherent difference in physical or mental capacity,
genetically predisposed favorability, or anything of the like. Rather, hegemonic systems use
physical characteristics like skin color to “determine the ‘presentation of self,’ distinctions of
status, and appropriate modes of conduct” (Omi and Winant, pp. 17).
There are many concrete examples of the way that these disconnected concepts are
grounded. Vanderbeck (2006) argues that whiteness is “the normative and often unspoken
category against which all other racialized identities are marked as Other” (pp. 643). The ability
to create an exclusionary relationship between groups of people is essential for exploitative
systems, like the exploitative system of slavery. Adopting and fostering racial identities allows
for socially powerful groups to determine the most advantageous group to racialize, essentially
exiling them from upward mobility. In the era of slavery in America, this strategy was used to
divide, isolate, and sort the lowest social classes. Buck (2001) asserts that “Given the tendency of
slaves, servants, and landless free Europeans and Africans to cooperate in rebellion, the elite had
to ‘teach Whites the value of whiteness’ in order to divide and rule their labor force” (pp. 24).
The lower-class White people were separated from even lower-class Africans, thus allowing
slave owners and upper-class White citizens to capitalize on a weakened labor force. Thus,
segregation is a means to subjugation, and the racialization of people in the context of free labor
is no exception.
Sports historically have reflected the public rule of segregation and racial hierarchy.
Davis (2008) constructed a historical review of formal and informal segregation in American
sports from slavery to the present day. There was limited integration of people of color,
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particularly Black people, into sports between the Reconstruction era after the Civil War all the
way into the Civil Rights era in the 1960s (Davis). However, the most notable integration of
sports happened just after World War II, following Wendell Smith’s 1933 campaign of protest
against the exclusion of Black athletes from baseball (Carroll). Yet, with the racial integration of
professional sports comes the discomfort of the White, ruling class in the US. The hierarchies in
place were threatened by this flux in athletics, and thus this integrative movement “coincided
with the emergence of a tension and struggle that persists today regarding how tightly to control
African American expression in sport” (Davis, pp. 8). Removal of the overt racial barriers to
athletics did not eliminate all biases and racism existing in sports, even after the Civil Rights era.
A study of racial bias and National Basketball Association (NBA) referees by Price and Wolfers
(2010) revealed a same-race bias in referee decision making.

Figure: Racial Demographics of Referees Based on Data of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Zippia.com (Referee
Demographics and Statistics [2022])

This bias was shown to impact officials of any race, yet the majority of this decision making
power is held by White people (Price and Wolfers). White people make up the staggering
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majority of referees recognized by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) as shown in the figure
above.
Another example is education in the US, which absorbs and continues the cycle of
inequity. The system of residence-based education is predetermined by the need of a
generationally wealthy White class to keep People of Color below them. The NPR article “Why
America’s Schools Have a Money Problem” (2016) notes that education was privatized back in
the 1600s – in towns of 50 or more families, law stated that they must have a teacher, whose
“wages be paid for ‘either by the parents or masters of such children, or by the inhabitants in
general.’” (pp. 417). While the system of education is different now, it still relies on the people
for funding. The average source of funding for public education comes from “45 percent local
money, 45 percent from the state and 10 percent federal,” meaning that almost half of the burden
falls on the property tax money paid by residents (NPR, pp. 417) This is great news for families
living in multimillion dollar homes. However, this causes an issue for residents in lower
socioeconomic status groups and neighborhoods.
Would this not mean that the issue of education funding is class based and not actually
racially determined? In some ways the answer to that question is yes due to the direct correlation
between neighborhood affluence and school funding. However, there are more variables that
impact the equation. Though access to built environments, like neighborhoods, is restricted by
class, People of Color are consistently refused loans for housing that White people are afforded.
Several systems associate “Blackness with risk, and whiteness with security and safety” when
considering housing loans (Olinger, 2017, pp. 376). Additionally, there are concepts outside the
scope of this research such as exclusionary covenants, blockbusting, and redlining that further
the separation between People of Color and the housing they want. Due to the preexisting
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funding systems of education combined with the housing restrictions faced by People of Color,
many are not able to access as high of a quality of public education as White people are. While it
is just one version of environment impacting life outcomes, the way that housing access and
education interact serves to truly expose that dynamic.
Access to education has surprising and impactful connections to the demographics of
Ultimate. Many high schools historically dominant in the sport are largely White, often
disproportionately so to their locations. Paideia High School, for example, has been a wellknown name for decades. The coaching staff has many accolades and years of experience and
often yields 4-6 teams each year, both boys’ and girls’ matching. Paideia, a majority White
school, is in Atlanta, GA, a city that is majority Black; 40% of the student body is non-White,
and this percentage includes all races (At-a-Glance - The Paideia School). This private K-12
institution churns out graduates that win national college and club championships, MVP awards,
and represent the US at an international level of competition (“History”). Another example is the
University of North Carolina which, in December of 2021, earned D1 National Ultimate
Championship titles in both the men’s and women’s divisions (Sullivan). While this university is
not overwhelmingly White by the numbers, both elite men’s and women’s matching college
teams are whiter than would be representative. In fact, the school is 66% White, and a glance at a
team photo of the women’s team – UNC Pleiades – shows the disparity between demographics
of the team and their school (Data & Demographics | University Office for Diversity and
Inclusion).
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Image: UNC Pleiades Win the D1 Championships, 2021, from the Team’s Facebook Page (Pleiades).

Ultimate and Society – Why Frisbee?
The very origin story of Ultimate occurs in a White bubble – after its conception at
Columbia High School in New Jersey in 1968, the sport expanded to the collegiate sphere with a
game between Rutgers and Princeton (“History of Ultimate”). Even in modern times, these two
colleges are overwhelmingly White; at Rutgers, 43.6% of the student body is White and 17.8%
Black, while Princeton is 39% White and only 10% Black (Rutgers University and Peer
Institutions Undergraduate Headcount by Race/Ethnicity Percent of Total Fall 2019 Enrollment)
(Demographics | Inclusive Princeton). The sport progressed to European nations only for the
first several years of international competition, though there are currently over 30 counties
participating in the Worlds tournaments from around the globe (“History of Ultimate”). All of
this is to say that Ultimate has been White bubble since conception.
In some senses, Ultimate seems to be radically behind the times. In the National
Basketball Association (NBA), over 80% of the athletes are players of color (Tower). There are
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many theories out there as to why the NBA and the sport of basketball are so diverse. Griffin in
her 2012 article “The Disgrace of Commodification and Shameful Convenience: A Critical Race
Critique of the NBA” points to marketing as the culprit for the racial spectrum in basketball. She
points to the paradox of the integration of athletics as a need for pause. Of course, integration and
desegregation are necessary human rights. However, could the integrative practices of professional
basketball have White supremacist undertones? She writes that “although Black players were granted
access by league gatekeepers, they were allowed to play, not coach, manage, or own the teams.
Highlighting the potency of White power, Rhoden (2006) points to integration as the root cause for
the demise of independent Black leagues, in which African Americans controlled the means of
production” (Rhoden, 2006, qtd in Griffin, pp. 163).
So, perhaps the “successful” diversity we see in the NBA is rooted historically in the
commodification of Blackness and manipulations of the professional sports market. Yet Sailes in his
1996 article “An Examination of Basketball Performance Orientations among African American
Males,” seems to think the desire to play and compete is more artistically motivated than that. The
use of self-expression and display of personal culture is something he determines to be a largely
Black phenomenon in basketball (Sailes). In all of the ways that Black athletes are shunned for
reactivity, the style of play shown by many basketball players is almost a way to blow off steam and
prove worth in a reactionary sense (Sailes). In his research, he found that Black male players and
White male players in informal play had significantly different styles. Black players opted more
frequently for shots that were of a lower success rate but still allowed them to reap more glory if
successful, such as three-pointer shots or heavily defended shots (Sailes). Perhaps the popularity of
the sport is that draw to glory; if one can push past all odds and succeed at professional basketball, all
naysayers must fall into the background, right?
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In the introduction to the 2011 edition of the Journal of African American History, Brooks
and Blackman take Sailes’ findings a step further. They shift the directionality in the conversation
about racial differences in style of play. Sailes focuses on the individuals’ actions, attributing the
differences to the choices of the athletes themselves. Brooks and Blackman, contrarily, point to
perception as the main difference between Black athletes and White athletes. They note that “Black
athletic achievement has often been excluded, downplayed, infantilized, or pathologized”
(Brooks and Blackman, pp. 441). The successes of Black athletes are not contributed to the
determination, athleticism, and expertise of the athletes. Rather, it is attributed to coaching staff,
inherent gifts rather than hard work, and the choice of Black athletes to play in a ‘Black style.’
Another notable point to the 1996 article by Sailes, however, is the often liberating selfexpression found in playing basketball. Perhaps part of the Black population has found a way to
identify with basketball, either as an outlet for emotion or a claim to culture. Ogden and Hilt (2003)
in their article “Collective identity and basketball: An explanation for the decreasing number of
African-Americans on America's baseball diamonds” discuss this idea of identification. They say
that “Basketball has become a means of expression and freedom in African-American
communities, particularly those in the inner city. Black male youngsters are encouraged by mass
media and authority figures to pursue basketball” (Boyd, 1997, Early, 2000, Kelley, 1997, and
Harris 1994, qtd in Ogden and Hilt, pp. 213). Brooks and Blackman (2011) agree with this, too.
They note that “history reflects African Americans’ use of sports as a mechanism for
demonstrating their humanity, equality, or superiority to whites on the playing fields; and as a
source of racial pride and a means to upward social mobility” (Brooks and Blackman, pp. 442).
Vanderbeck (2006) argues that whiteness holds power in its ability to be ‘‘translated into
myriad forms; indeed, recognition of its adaptability, flexibility, and variability is essential to
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understanding its power’’ (Vanderbeck, pp. 644). Racial groupings are, in essence, tools for
tolerating inequality. The divides allow for otherwise arbitrary markers, like skin color, to
represent economic disparity and exploitation of bodies. In his 2011 article, Smith describes this
dynamic through the example of basketball star Larry Bird. He writes:
[Bird’s] career demonstrated that the success of the NBA during the 1980s
was built in large part on a racial rivalry between the Celtics and the Lakers,
between Bird and Magic. The exploitation of these racial tensions generated
great fan interest and ultimately increased attendance, television ratings, and
revenues. Bird offered the NBA and its sponsors a marketable image of a
White, blue-collar Middle American whose traditional values fit into the
dominant conservative political climate. (Smith, pp. 24)

Without getting too far into niche basketball standings and rivalry dynamics of the 1980s, this
requires discussion. As Vanderbeck asserts, whiteness is a form of value that is transferrable
across all forms of our society; be it plantation ownership or capitalization of racialized
preferences in basketball icons, it serves to be White. Further, the example of Bird in the NBA as
an emblem of relatability for any lower-class, White American emphasizes the very same
commodity gained by the Whitening of Irish immigrants. White society and the hierarchies in
place would not have continued in the status quo had the lower class banded together to strive for
more equity. However, the heterogeneity of skin color allowed for cherry picking of
communities to promote into Whiteness, which essentially overshadowed the class status of
many poor, Irish immigrants, as has been discussed.
This same strategy is extrapolated to the NBA. The melting pot that is the NBA could be
a great opportunity to show excellence and equity across races – most of the players considered
to be the greatest are Black, and most of these professional teams show a minority of White
players. This concept can be taken steps further. In a similar manner to the racialization of people
in the working class to divide and conquer, the same happens within sports leagues. While elite
athletes by nature share professionalism, skill, and work ethic, even those characteristics are
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assigned to some races and removed from others. In a painfully similar series of events,
whiteness is weaponized to display the inherent, false superiority of some people.
The common narrative at the time of Larry Bird was his ability to overcome the “gifts
that God didn’t give,” referring directly to a widely held assumption that remains even today that
Black players were predisposed to their physical gifts that allowed them to jump higher and run
faster than their White teammates (Smith, pp. 3). Black bodies have long been stereotyped to be
tougher, more athletic, and less pain-ridden than White bodies, and this escalated as professional
sports integrated further and further. Bird’s team – the Boston Celtics – was the Whitest team in
the NBA, and the success of Black athletes on that team was a threat to its unwritten brand. Larry
Bird himself is quoted agreeing with the dismissal of Black players’ success, saying “I’m not a
natural talent like a Jordan or a Drexler… I have to practice and practice and practice” (Smith,
pp. 16). This is not to imply that the Celtics’ roster did not boast any diversity – the big names of
Robert Parrish, Cedric Maxwell, M.L. Carr, and Dennis Johnson were all members of the team
with Bird in the 1980s (Spears). However, the view of the Celtics and the team’s success focused
squarely on their whiteness.
While Bird is undeniably one of the greats, the population of Boston grabbed on to this
White star in a reactionary way. This was a man that the White, working class related to and
thought to be one of them. The Irish immigrant community found itself identifying with the
excessively White, rich, upper class and scorned their economic Black peers. The White working
class – and even the general population – found Bird to be an emblem of their own hard work.
The overarching sentiment was one that was largely focused on disdain for any upward mobility
of Black people who were ‘supposed’ to be inferior to any White person. The explanation they
conjured removed any indication that their Whiteness did not entitle them to prosperity. As put
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by Isaiah Thomas, “we’re playing only on God-given talent, like we’re animals, lions, and tigers,
who run around wild in a jungle... Blacks have been fighting that stereotype… for so long, and
basically it still exists” (Smith, pp. 21). The paradox of basketball stands clear here, then.
Basketball is a space where Black athletes are widely celebrated, and yet these microaggressions
persist.
Conversations about basketball generally take the forefront when considering race and
sport at an intersection. These are just a few of the many research studies and articles written on
the topic that utilize basketball as a case study, and there will surely be more in the future. This
paper is not one of those. However, there is something to learn or at least observe from
basketball; people are drawn to groups, role models, and sports with which they can identify.
While this research noted about the NBA is a slight detour from Ultimate Frisbee, it provides a
framework for my research. Acknowledging studies of basketball and the NBA causes questions
to arise that would not be obvious if each sport happened in isolation. What can be done to make
Ultimate as diversely accessible as basketball seems to be? If commodification of athletes,
particularly athletes of color, is indeed common in basketball, what can be done to avoid that as
Ultimate grows? Is the possibility of commodification a push factor away from Ultimate?
This digression is all to say that the rise of the sport of Ultimate is not occurring in a
vacuum. Racism and racial inequality play large roles in the culture of the sport. Chris Lehmann
uses his experience coaching a relatively racially diverse team over years past as evidence for
larger, sport-wide issues regarding inclusion, bias, and racism. In 2018, Lehmann wrote a pair of
articles for Ultiworld.com, the main news source for Ultimate, titled “On Ultimate and Race.” He
discusses hope for the future if – and only if – the community at large requires equity to be a core
value. However, the current demographics of the sport and the unwillingness of players to
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address these issues is causing them to persist. Lehmann is rightly frustrated with the so called
“forward thinking” community that surrounds the sport of Ultimate. The high school team
Lehmann coaches is almost always the most diverse team at a tournament and is often the only
representation of any athletes of color in general. The most radical – and necessary – critique that
Lehmann brings up is the concept called ‘Spirit of the Game’ (sometimes SotG). This is an oft
sung praise of the sport. Spirit of the Game is thought of as the saving grace of athletics. Eisner
in her 2019 article “The Potential of Ultimate Frisbee for Transformative Justice” writes that
“Despite requiring very little equipment and encouraging personal growth of its players Ultimate
is often only available in wealthy and White communities” (Eisner). The potential she sees in the
sport, however, is the very thing that Lehmann calls out as a fundamental Problem, with a capital
P. “With ‘Spirit of the game,’ a central rule,” she writes, “Ultimate is fundamentally about
conflict resolution and mutual respect — about listening and sharing perspectives” (Eisner). This
is an oft sung praise of the sport. Spirit of the Game is thought of as the saving grace of athletics.
USA Ultimate (USAU), the governing body of the sport, outlines SotG and what it should look
like in practice. They even have a helpful section called “The Look of Spirit,” followed by key
phrases like mutual respect, conflict resolution, rules knowledge, body control, communication,
and the joy of play (Lehmann, “On Ultimate And Race”).
This is problematic in some ways and almost necessary in others. Lehmann eloquently
explains exactly why the pedestal is not quite as well deserving as we may think it is. The
concept of Spirit of the Game is essentially idealistic – in a perfect world, everyone would be
able to agree on the same understanding of what is and is not respectful behavior, controlled
movement, and appropriate communication. However, that level of understanding from person to
person relies on a shared set of social rules. It also relies on a lack of implicit biases harbored in
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individuals. As Lehmann puts it, “If a team or a player brings an implicit bias to the field — and
research suggests most people do — then that ‘good-natured heckling’ a player of color is
engaging in is now seen as ‘taunting opposing players’ or ‘belligerent intimidation’” (Lehmann,
“On Ultimate And Race”). Think of the researched difference in play between Black players and
White players at the same pickup basketball game (Sailes). In a world as diverse as it is, it seems
almost comical to assume that everyone could play a sport with a set of agreed upon cultural
codes, linguistic styles, and ways of communicating that are all completely subjective. As
Lehmann pleads, “Trying feeling – again and again – that your team gets chastised for behaviors
you see from other teams that are just ‘energetic’ or ‘passionate’” (Lehmann, “On Ultimate And
Race”).
Microaggressions are not the only push factor that exists between Ultimate and athletes
of color, though microaggressions are reason enough. Charlie Eisenhood and Keith Raynor of
Ultiworld.com post a weekly podcast episode talking about some news in the Ultimate
community. In an October, 2020 episode, they interview Juleon Robinson of NYC BluePrint on
the topic of diversity, inclusion, and movement forward in terms of the sport (Eisenhood, Deep
Look). This episode was a reaction to a spat that Eisenhood incited on Twitter the week prior
when he accidentally defended Kurt Gibson, a member of the Ultimate community who supports
White supremacists and White supremacist groups on Twitter. He hoped to be able to share his
ideas in more than just 140 characters at a time, and overall wanted to put forward the thought
that he believed that any one of any belief should be included in the community, be that of the
Black Lives Matter movement or White supremacist ideals. Eisenhood vocalized awareness of
his privileged position to be the head of the most well-read Ultimate news source to exist and
does begin the discussion by calling for op-eds to publish on Ultiworld. He starts the
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conversation with Robinson asking about why Ultimate has a lack of diversity (and notes that
USAU does not publish race demographics like it does gender and class). Robinson points out
the issues of representation, racial engagement, etc. He has a different perspective than
Eisenhood on the inclusion topic, however. He emphasizes the feeling of unsafety that players of
color feel (ex: driving to tournaments is a life threat). In his eyes, there should be no room for
hatred – it is not a belief to be protected and respected but rather a virus to eradicate from the
sport (Eisenhood, Deep Look). In general, the conclusion was that White players need to turn
internally and find the answers to create inclusion and to make space.

Diversity Initiatives in Ultimate Frisbee:
Our ability to create new spaces comes with the task of ensuring that we create equitable
new spaces. How do we do this? Ultimate had - and arguably still has - the unique opportunity to
show the world how. As a new sport coming out of the end of the 20th century, Ultimate was
made by the hippies. To this day, it is known as a crunchy, progressive sport; it is the
counterculture of athletics. But just like rock and roll, music festivals, and the rest of the groovy
era, Ultimate is whitewashed. I don’t believe this to be an intentionally built dynamic by the
creators in New Jersey, though there was no intentionality to not build a space of inequity, either.
As the Irish did not consciously change their status from ‘racial other’ to ‘White with an accent,’
Ultimate players did not individually decide to create a White sport. Nonetheless, White ultimate
players and the Irish alike reap the benefits from their status.
The community of Ultimate, while struggling in terms of numerical diversity, does not
lack talented athletes of color nor is it a stranger to diversity initiatives that are constantly
pushing the conversation forward. In fact, something particularly special about the sport is the
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continuous line of these initiatives including showcases, documentaries, outreach projects, or
others that come through the community. Though Ultimate became this White space, it has an
opportunity that many other popular sports and spaces don’t. Ultimate has almost no stakes.
Hockey is another sport of majority White participation. Inequities exist that should be changed
in the sport, and yet it is seemingly stuck as it is. There is so much invested in maintaining and
promoting the status quo; professional players build their livelihood from the sport, college
athletes receive an education from their play, and the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) and National Hockey League (NHL) alike rake in millions and millions of dollars every
year, meaning there is little tension pushing towards change in the sport of hockey. Professional
Ultimate players might make $20 a game. Indeed, they do not have to pay for jerseys anymore
and there aren’t team dues, but otherwise the profit they turn is barely enough for post-game
dinner. College athletes in Ultimate reach into their own pockets to fund their participation in
what is ubiquitously a club sport – it earns no money for the schools, and schools do not give
teams any more money than they would a club soccer team. D1 Ultimate players shell out money
to just get uniforms.
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Figures: Revenue (top) and Expenses (bottom) of USA Ultimate from their 2018 Report (USA Ultimate, pp. 73)

The institution of USAU asks for around $70 a year in membership payments, but otherwise the
endowment of the sport is minimal. In 2018, USA Ultimate had 60,297 members, according to
their annual report, and the organization spent an average of $74 per capita of that membership
population (USA Ultimate, pp. 18). To compare this expenditure more directly, USAU invests an
average of $82 in each college player in 2018, while Varsity athletes receive their entire
university tuition and more. In other words, the stakes for these athletes are leagues apart. In a
podcast in 2019, Josh Feng, avid player and leader in many spheres of Ultimate, points out that
the sport does not have any more technical barrier to entry at the lowest levels than soccer or
basketball (The Ultimate Podcast - Shanye Crawford, Josh Feng And the Color Of Ultimate
Game on Stitcher). These barriers, in theory, do not increase as athletes move up the levels,
evidenced by the minimal individual expenditure and endowment of the sport.
One thing that the Ultimate community continues to press forward is the continuation of
diversity initiatives. One early initiative is Project Diversity in the Atlanta Flying Disc Club
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(AFDC). The AFDC sanctions and organizes play below the professional level within Atlanta
with some outreach beyond. Project Diversity is an initiative program within the AFDC focusing
on increasing equity within and access to the sport of Ultimate. Their mission statement is “to
help people of underrepresented socioeconomic and racial backgrounds, specifically within the
Atlanta metro area, access and enjoy the opportunities and benefits of ultimate” (Project
Diversity | Atlanta Flying Disc Club). Project Diversity claims five main pillars of action in the
community. They focus on geographically specific growth, the creation of sustained
relationships with local organizations, they aim for long term access for youth to play, they hope
to retain representative demographic percentages in the sport, and they provide consultation to
other communities needing a place to start.
Project Diversity gained national recognition from the program named Color of Ultimate
launched in 2018 (Feng). Color of Ultimate curated a game played by two teams rostered
exclusively with athletes of Color. The pilot iteration was hosted in Tuscaloosa, Alabama with
minimal attendance and publicity. The second game was held in Atlanta the following year and,
thanks to the help of the professional teams in Atlanta as well as community knowledge, the
game was broadcast through a live-stream on YouTube and was granted a stadium field in
Atlanta with manifold more spectators.
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Left: Both Teams From the Color of Ultimate: ATL Showcase Game (Cameron). Right: Color of Ultimate
Promotional Logo

Additionally, the outreach done around the game and the game itself were curated into a short
documentary by filmmaker Terrence Newson of TNReels. Players for these games came from all
over the country and even from international origins. The purpose of the game, according to the
AFDC, was to “bring awareness about the socioeconomic and racial inequity of the sport of
ultimate” by showcasing these elite athletes, highlighting differences between the visual impact
of this game and other, normal games of Ultimate, and spark conversations geared towards
facilitating change (Feng).
The 38-minute documentary not only highlights the gameplay itself but also illustrates
the discussions between players, workshops around diversity and equity conducted, and missions
of the game itself (TNReels). This film focuses on sharing these players’ thoughts and
experiences, particularly regarding the ways that race and socioeconomic status have impacted
their time in the sport. Shanye Crawford, an esteemed player and coach and foreign language
teacher at the high school level, asserts in the film that the way to get more diversity into the
sport is not to encourage others to come to the sport but to go out into communities and do
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outreach in accessible ways to bring people into the community. In other words, the draw of
Ultimate alone is not enough to increase participation in marginalized groups. Truly, many of the
aspects of Ultimate are push factors away from participation. In one of the documentary’s
interviews, athlete Tuba Benson-Jaja describes feeling as though he is regularly existing in an
apologetic state for the ways he behaves and communicates (TNReels). Many of these traits are
racially coded, and he has found that teammates and opponents alike easily make that connection
and often take offense.
Realistically, many of the pull factors of the sport involve insularities targeted towards
White populations, as discussed. Many players in the film cite the issue of underrepresentation as
a barrier for entry, and with representation and role modeling they report increases in both
interest and participation. Professional player Devin Cox notes that privileged communities have
passed the sport on to other privileged communities. Many players begin playing because their
families, friends, or peers at school are already involved in the sport. This passing of the baton
easily leads to a lack of effort directed at drawing in other players. The real impact of Color of
Ultimate is hard to quantify. However, many point to this series of games and the documentary
made to accompany them as a major contributor to their recognition of the equity issue in
Ultimate. Keith Raynor, the commentator from the live broadcast of the 2019 Color of Ultimate
game in Atlanta, said “I’m so used to the way things are, I didn’t realize how surprising it would
be, visually and emotionally, to see a whole game played by people of color. I think I’ll always
remember the feeling of watching that” (Prentice). A reaction such as Raynor’s evidences the
extreme differences between a typical game of Ultimate and the showcase games in this project.
While there may not be many ways to directly measure the impact of Color of Ultimate,
there are progressions in the outreach programs targeted to the Ultimate community. Crawford
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launched her own initiative named Disc/Diversity after her involvement in Project Diversity and
Color of Ultimate. The Disc/Diversity initiative serves a few different purposes. One aspect of
the group is to provide equity consulting for groups, teams, and office spaces. They provide a
product that assists in facilitation of conversations aiming to progress mutual understanding and
promote equity in these small-scale settings to hopefully extend the effects farther. The other,
more controversial project conducted by Disc/Diversity is their Con10ent Tour. In a similar
fashion to the Color of Ultimate showcase games in years past, the Con10ent Tour of 2021 took
a group of Black Ultimate athletes to Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Seattle to play in
showcase games. Additionally, the Tour sponsored an ambassador program in each of these three
cities to “conduct a meaningful community project of their choosing centered around education,
play, mental health, politics, and music/art” (diversity). The mission of this tour is similar to the
other initiatives described here. However, this project more determinedly aims for more radical
answers to the equity issues in Ultimate. They write of hoping to provide unprecedented support
to the community as well as “affording current Black players every imaginable support White
players have had in order to raise up the absent Black leaders the ultimate community needs”
(diversity). This mission calls upon the very core of the equity issue in Ultimate. The White
community of Ultimate has been highlighted and supported since the creation of the sport. While
perhaps not completely intentional, the nature of the sport is centralized around White
understandings of communication, respect, and athleticism. The Con10ent tour is an attempt to
create outreach past the scope of The Color of Ultimate. Disc/Diversity then aims to compensate
for the complete lack of directive support, empowerment, and focus to Black people within the
community.
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Methods
This thesis uses a mixed-methods, qualitative research approach combining interviews
and analysis of multimedia sources such as written documents, films, and podcasts. These
strategies provide opportunity for participant-observer investigation, use of empirical knowledge,
and use of published, shared knowledge. Both methods used in this thesis produce primary data.
Though primary sources are subjective in nature, when more than one research method is
overlapped, they can be used to justify – or negate – extrapolated meaning and information.
The use of interviews to research topics in the humanities and social sciences is a wellestablished tradition. Cope and Hay (2021, pp. 149) claim four main reasons to use an interview
method in research:
1. To investigate complex behaviors and motivations;
2. To collect a diversity of meanings, opinion, and experiences. Interviews
provide insights into the differing opinions of debates within a group, but
they can also reveal consensus on some issue;
3. To show respect for and empower the people who provide the data. In an
interview, the informant’s view of the world should be valued and treated
with respect. The interview may also give informants cause to reflect on
their experiences and the opportunity to find out more about the research
project than if they were simply being observed or if they were
completing a questionnaire; and
4. To fill a gap in knowledge that other methods, such a participant
observation or the use of census data, are unable to bridge efficaciously.

The multitude of experiences and perspectives encountered when attempting to capture the
experience of an entire athletic community are difficult to express without the primary accounts
rendered through interview. Additionally, the delicacy and nuance required to explore a variety
of racialized conditions demand the voices of those whose lived experience is derived to validify
research. Without the firsthand account of people of color when discussing people of color, the
perpetuation of extraction without empowerment looms.
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Interviews provide a setting where human connection can foster shared knowledge. As
Brinkmann (2013) describes, “Interviewing others can open up intimate aspects of people’s
lives” (pp. 149). This aspect of interviewing is necessary to researching equity and racial
dynamics as sharing experiences often requires vulnerability. Without the personal connection
there is a chance that the information gathered is less authentic.
Analysis of existing documentation, regardless of the medium, allows a similar lens to
interviews. In other words, written word, podcasts, or film amass primary accounts. The
difference is that the primary researcher of this thesis is not conducting the interviews or writing
the accounts themselves and is instead collecting them from the public domain. Additionally, as
mentioned, the document analysis triangulates claims in order to further validify primary
research findings (Glass, 1976). Using information found through these external sources removes
any confounding variables of the interviews. As Bowen (2009) describes it, “By examining
information collected through different methods, the researcher can corroborate findings across
data sets and thus reduce the impact of potential biases that can exist in a single study”(pp. 28).
Overall, the use of document analysis enhances the research and deepens the scope of the study.
Because of the projects that the Ultimate community has produced already revolving
around racial equity and personal experiences, there is a wealth of information already available.
Archival research of prior works is appropriate as the primary source content rendered from this
method of analysis allows me to build off more true experiences rather than just my personal
extrapolations. Simply analyzing articles is not sufficient to illustrate a holistic image of the data;
the Ultimate community itself has produced a lot of material regarding the experience of athletes
of color and it is imperative that this thesis looks to mixed media sources in order to cover it all.
Sometimes referred to as content analysis, the exploration of a variety of public mediums “could
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lead to conclusions about public opinion” and the behavior of the focus group (Kassarjian, 1977,
pp. 16). Through various outlets, such as social media, Ultiworld, and the Color of Ultimate
documentary, athletes have spoken about the ways that they have been positively or negatively
treated in the community.
I used a few common techniques to collect information. In some cases, it was appropriate
to directly quote documents, podcasts, or film. When this happened, I gave credit to the
individual speaking the words, as well as the piece they were published in. In other situations,
the overarching message or meaning was more impactful or informative than individual words
themselves. In these situations, the knowledge was shared with credit, but direct quotes were not
used nor needed. Overall, interpretation of narrative findings, be they from interviews,
documentaries, or other formats, requires extrapolation. As Nohl (2010) puts it: “The question
asked is not what the social reality is but how this reality is created” (pp. 208). Finally, some
concepts used were integrated into my own knowledge and perspective and then used in analysis.
In these situations, credit to individuals is applied when applicable.
For this thesis, I conducted nine interviews with various individuals in the community. In
order to participate, I required that each individual was at least 18 years of age. There was no
restriction in place based on location, success as an athlete, team affiliation, gender, or age
maximum. I recruited the individuals for interviews through word of mouth, social media, and
email, all through my personal connections and networks within the Ultimate community. Each
interview was done remotely, regardless of proximity, and was conducted through MS Teams or
Zoom, depending on the comfort of the participant.
All interviewees are anonymous, so their identifiers are not connected to their accounts in
any way that would compromise their confidentiality. This is in agreement with the IRB that
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reviewed this thesis and the methods described here. However, the following charts show some
descriptive data of the informants to this thesis.

Figures: Descriptive Data of Interviewees (n = 9)

The interviews were designed and conducted in a semi-structured format. As Cope and
Hay (2021) define it, “This form of interviewing has some degree of predetermined order and
topical prompts but maintains flexibility in the way issues are addressed by the informant” (pp.
149). While I had topics that needed to be covered in order to retain the most information from
each informant, the nature of a topic such as mine requires a level of flexibility. Additionally, the
fluidity allowed by semi-structured interviews produces opportunities to as follow-up questions
which can “lead to new subject matter that was not addressed in the original guide, allowing the
research to grow organically” (Atkinson, 2017, pp. 71). Because of this, I had eleven guiding
questions submitted to and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) to lead me through
the flow of the interview. However, no two interview transcripts were the same, and the exact
order and number of questions changed based on the degree of explanation given or needed, or if
the informants ended up providing answers to questions not yet asked. The questions are as
follows:
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1. How would you best describe your participation in the sport of Ultimate?
2. What teams do you identify with and how do you participate currently?
3. Why did you begin playing Ultimate?
4. Have you ever experienced discrimination in an Ultimate setting?
5. How does playing Ultimate make you aware of your race, if at all?
6. Do you think there is a diversity issue in Ultimate; why or why not?
7. Why do you think people play Ultimate?
8. Why do you think people don’t play Ultimate?
9. Do you feel as though you are treated fairly under the Spirit of the Game?
10. Do you feel as though others are treated fairly under the Spirit of the
Game?
11. In your opinion, what can be attributed as a main push or pull factor for
athletes of color to participate in Ultimate frisbee?

The flow of conversation was designed to begin at a surficial level and progress to more specific,
often charged questions. Further, these questions aim to lead to answers that might help fill in the
gaps so that a holistic view of the sport may be garnered. Each informant to the thesis is
completely anonymous, and the transcripts are saved without their name. Rather, the transcripts
are organized by date alone. This is to allow protection to the subjects were they to present
controversial or vulnerable information. Most interviews lasted no longer than fifteen minutes,
but occasionally lasted over 45 minutes. After each interview was conducted, I used the program
Otter.Ai to automatically transcribe the audio files (mp3) into text. I read through each generated
transcript while listening to the mp3 file in order to ensure accuracy and edited as needed.
Additionally, I edited quotes extracted from the interview for the purpose of inclusion in the
prose of this paper, particularly to remove common speech patterns such as “like” and “um,” as
is permissible through MLA formatting (MLA Style Center, 2019). For example, the quote “And
I think that because ultimate is such a niche game, you really do have to be like, enthusiastically
brought into it, if you're new to it” was edited to “And I think that because ultimate is such a
niche game, you really do have to be enthusiastically brought into it if you're new to it.”
In addition to this process, I used qualitative coding techniques to categorize and analyze
the transcribed text. The tradition of systematic coding in qualitative research helps in scrutiny of
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data, development of specific analytical concepts, and the opportunity to raise questions after the
interview process (Strauss, 1990, pp. 53). To produce the codes, I considered the information
gathered through the process of creating a literature review for this thesis. Codes, then, matched
the hypotheses I had for what topics I aimed to discuss and analyze with the information in the
interviews. The codes used then correlated to certain question topics and, thus, apply to different
perspectives and points of conversation addressed in this thesis’s analysis. There were five
overarching themes: community, rules, microaggressions, bias, and access. The creation of these
codes was influenced by discussions I have already heard about the topic, or from the
aforementioned documents, podcasts, and films that I have already engaged with. Under each of
these themes there are subtopics that I added which were particularly important to further
organize ideas that might apply to the same theme but for different reasons. The subtopics of
community were demographics and culture; rules had the category specifically about Spirit of the
Game; microaggressions had the specification of foul calls to look at that specific context; bias
was separated into communication and respect, which slightly overlap with the microaggression
category; and access was categorized by money and knowledge. Community and access were
used the most through the coding process.

Positionalities in Research
Importantly, as an observer I bring the perspective of an athlete in the sport of Ultimate.
This insider stance allows me to explore the insularities and connect with other athletes in a way
that otherwise would be difficult. The unique qualities about Ultimate – its counterculture brand,
the rules exclusive to this sport, and its limited history – are hard to learn and access without
participation itself. As a participant-peer, the process of recruiting and conducting interviews was
efficient. I was able to network through my existing connections within the community to find
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contacts. The conversations quickly involved technical, Ultimate-specific terminology and
concepts which would have been difficult to capture and understand in real time had the primary
researcher not been versed in the community. Likewise, my connection to the interviewees made
it easier to build rapport efficiently; personal connections to subjects, regardless of the
relationship between the interviewer and interviewee, can benefit “response quality by increasing
respondents’ motivation to participate, disclose, or provide accurate information” (Garbarski et
al., 2016, pp. 1). However, because of my insider-status I do not have the natural perspective of
the general audience for whom I am presenting this research. This limitation requires me to step
beyond what I may naturally write to create an accessible work for academia.
From my time playing Ultimate I recognize moments where issues of racial equity can
thread their way into the sport. In high school, I played in a program of three women’s teams
close to entirely White. This is the same in my college program. Additionally, as Ultimate is a
club sport, universities support the teams to a limited degree. The sport at the college level has
gotten large enough that the best teams are travelling thousands of miles to play in tournaments
which requires plane tickets, meals not cooked at home, and time spent away from school and
work. During gameplay, I see moments riddled with microaggressions, from foul disputes to
comments made about other players. Comments geared towards someone’s success being due to
their inherent athleticism rather than technique or skill are often racially charged.
An example of one such moment happened while watching a game of men’s college
ultimate at the national championships in the fall of 2021. The game was Brown University
“Brownian Motion” (BMo) against California Polytechnic State University “Cal Poly Slo” (Slo).
One player for BMo, a Black athlete named Aziz Ansari, made an incredible defensive play on a
disc, bumping against the arm of a Slo player as he flew by to knock the disc to the ground. The
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Slo player stopped play, turning to face Aziz, and called a foul. Aziz threw his arms up in
frustration, turning away for a moment to say “Are you kidding me” before turning back to
contest the foul. The Slo player made a motion with his hands, gesturing with palm down
seemingly to calm Aziz. Later in the same point, the white Slo player attempted to make a
defensive play against Aziz, diving into his legs and ultimately slide-tackling Aziz. Both bodies
tumbled across the ground, and Aziz popped up to call a foul, still covered in dirt from the event.
The Slo player replied, claiming to have only made incidental contact, and believed he had not
affected the play at all. The double standard of the matchup between these two players – the
physicality they played with, the ways they conducted their conversations with each other – was
an obvious indication of a problematic interaction in the middle of Ultimate gameplay. Having
seen these occurrences myself, as well as hearing of them from teammates and others in the
community, aid my research and give me an insightful lens to understand others’ vignettes and
experiences.
While I am privy to the wealth of knowledge that comes from being an active participant
in the sport I am researching, I am faced with the limitation of my personal demographics. Being
a White athlete and academic, I am awarded with a wealth of resources, many of which I critique
in this paper. Nonetheless, this positionality limits the degree to which I know the intricacies of
the topics I write about. Further, it means that many of the perspectives, epistemology, and
connections made in this paper are extracted from people of other races; this research explores
many facets of the connections of race in sport, and this includes the angle of people often
exploited in our society. Still, it is imperative that I employ the resources available to me at my
liberty to integrate perspectives and uplift goals of equity.
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David Wiggins, a scholar of the intersections between race and sport, reflects on his
experience in this field in his article “‘The Color of My Writing’: Reflections on Studying the
Interconnection among Race, Sport, and American Culture” in the Journal of Sport History. He
discusses the work of Black scholars, such as Early, in exploring the liberating power of
participation in sport, and some defeatism and burnout of this pathway towards equity. More
than anything, this reflection highlights the privileges of Wiggins as a White scholar studying
race. He notes the patronizing view that many have on social justice intersectionality within
academia, and the barriers this created for him. He concludes with this line: “To remain silent
regarding racial disparities and inequities is unacceptable and ultimately harmful to all of us”
(Wiggins, pp. 319). This article was published in the Fall 2016 edition of the Journal, and this
conclusion could not be more relevant to the current state of the world, as well as the
intentionality in my research. Institutional issues in organized sport and societal pushes and pulls
regarding participation rates were all created by White people.
While I engage in the sport – and in this thesis – I have the option to ignore my race.
Because I have been connected in largely White spaces, because my race has not altered my
experience within Ultimate from the norm, and because my accomplishments are seen as my
own and not my race’s, I am privileged from my race in this setting. On the field, I look around
and see seas of people who look just like me. I do not question if I belong within the Ultimate
community, and this gives me an open door to insert myself into conversations about radicalizing
White sports such as this one. However, ignoring my race and the influence it has on my
personal and academic lenses would rob this research of authenticity. I must be clear: I am
researching, analyzing, and discussing issues that I am often complacent in and benefit from.
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In order to use these positionalities to positively engage in these materials, I can use
experiences I have and patterns I see to drive questions and categorization of information. For
example, the initial driving question is “why is Ultimate such a White sport?” This was largely
driven by observations I made of teams in Atlanta, Georgia – regardless of where in the city the
team was based, it always appeared to me that close to every team was almost entirely White. I
am not the only person to ruminate on this observation; a preview article for the Color of
Ultimate documentary asked the following: “Ultimate is an easily accessible game in terms of
financial cost of entry. All you need are a disc and field. So why does this sport struggle with a
lack of diversity?” (Feng). Reflections on the sport shaped my organization of literature review
and exploration into primary documents. Because I already knew of projects such as
Disc/Diversity and Project Diversity and had prior knowledge of Ultiworld.com, finding
reflections and documentation on the intersection of race and Ultimate was efficient. Finally,
because of the naturally biased perspective I have, it is more important than ever for me to use
triangulation of my methods to validify or disprove my assumptions and observations.
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Gatekeeping the Game
There is a degree of irony to have accessibility issues within a sport designed to only
require a field and a plastic disc. And yet, entry to Ultimate requires a level of insider knowledge
and disposable resources one would expect from a more expensive sport, like equestrian sports
or sailing. These communities may be exclusive and inaccessible, but their inclusion is outside
the scope of this project. Regardless, Ultimate should not measure up to sports that are otherwise
not its peers. Joining the sport and remaining in the sport to gain athletic achievements as an
Ultimate player are both gatekept.
To begin playing Ultimate, athletes generally need to know someone else who plays.
Unlike soccer or basketball where recreational leagues are countless and almost every school has
a team, Ultimate requires a city, neighborhood, or school to have enough interest to form a team,
and enough teams to play games or make a league. In fact, every interviewee I spoke with recalls
joining friends to try out this new game called Ultimate. One informant went to a school that
happened to have an elite coaching staff, so her environment made her feel that “if you don’t
play frisbee, what else do you do?” It was an accessible space for her, and after receiving an
energetic invitation from peers to join, she found the atmosphere to be exactly what she was
missing in other sports: fun, inviting, and team focused. Nonetheless, the insularity of a tight-knit
community can lead to a feedback loop. As she put it:
I think that when you are in a circle or a bubble of people that have played
ultimate from – we had adults that have played ultimate, and kind of wrote
the rules of ultimate and created the game – when you're in that bubble, it is
a pretty exclusive space for non-ultimate reasons. I think we started playing
because it's what everybody did, and we were immediately just picked on
and chosen to try. And I think that because ultimate is such a niche game,
you really do have to be enthusiastically brought into it if you're new to it.
(12/12)
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She was chosen to try. As she correctly alluded to, she was seen by others who related to her as a
White athlete. This cherry-picking process has a multifaceted impact. In one regard, it creates a
warm and welcoming environment. As such, many players look around them at their fellow
athletes and may consider themselves to be surrounded by the best of people; these people think
and behave the same, yet they look the same, too. In a racialized society, that is all it takes to
create an echo chamber. The self-congratulatory quality of the White Ultimate community in
turn mitigates any progressive steps they could be making.
In addition to the knowledge-based exclusivity of Ultimate, there is an insidious
monetary boundary to the sport. As athlete AJ Beard brought up in a cameo in the Color of
Ultimate, the abilities to travel freely and use disposable funds to play a sport are highly
privileged (TNReels). While this is changing in some niche areas, participating in Ultimate
requires players to spend money. This often includes buying one’s own jerseys, chipping in for
team dues to pay for field space and a coach, purchasing food at tournaments, and paying for
travel costs to compete. In 2017, Vermont became the first state to recognize Ultimate as a
varsity sport at the high school level – this became effective in the spring of 2019 (MassLive).
This sanctioning requires schools with Ultimate teams to provide resources to the program,
rather than allowing it to be a self-sufficient student organization (Laukka). While this is a step
in the right direction, it is not a universal experience, and it is not a complete fix to this issue.
One informant spends time as a coach to a girls’ varsity sanctioned team in Vermont. She
pointed out the following hurdle:
We had someone [on the team] who had to quit because she had to work in
her father's restaurant, and she couldn't get to practice enough. And that was,
really unfortunate. We tried really hard to adjust for her. But then we also
were wondering, were we being fair to the other players who can come
every day? That was a struggle for me to figure out because I think we tried
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even harder because she was a minority, you know? But she ended up
having to quit. So that was… I thought that was a struggle. (12/14)

Even in financially supportive programs, players frequently make participation choices based on
disposable income and other financially-based variables. This coach mentioned making
accommodations for players by finding them cleats to play in or even organizing purchases of
gear for players by other students’ families in order to create equity, saying that she “felt like that
was like really easy to support – were able to get people to come,” but sometimes even that was
not enough.
At levels past high school, money continues to be a problematic obstacle for players. In
college, the teams playing at the highest level are still considered to be club sports and do not
receive any of the benefits from the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). Charles
Lieberman, a player for the Tulane University men’s team, wrote an article for the university’s
paper “The Tulane Hullabaloo.” The NCAA requires at least 28 colleges to participate in a sport,
and Ultimate at the college level surpasses that number by miles, with Lieberman citing over 450
men’s and 300 women’s college teams in 2020 (Lieberman). Nonetheless, these teams generally
do not receive school or NCAA funding. One informant who has played all levels of Ultimate –
from middle school to professional – acknowledges this barrier:
If you're playing club you do have to pay for your own hotels, your own
travel costs, your own food and everything, and that can definitely be
something that… especially if you're in college or you don't have a lot of
money, those are real costs that if there isn't really a lot of fundraising – like
USAU, I don't think they have a lot of money as an organization. They don't
really provide much in terms of financial support to the players. (11/10)

There are a few collegiate exceptions to the lack of inclusion of Ultimate as a subsidiary.
For example, the University of North Carolina men’s team, “Darkside” incorporated an alumni
fund to encourage athletes to choose their program. In the academic year spanning from 2012 to
2013, for their second year of the scholarship program, they awarded one freshman and one
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returning player funds, $1,000 and $500 respectively (Carr). This is a step in the right direction,
but it is nowhere near sufficient to eliminate the inequities exposed by Ultimate. At the
University of Vermont where I play Ultimate for the women’s team, the Student Government
Association (SGA) allots a certain amount of funding towards our three-team program. We are
lucky enough that our A team, playing at what is considered the D-1 level, receives funding to
cover hotel rooms and van rentals to tournaments that we can drive to. However, players
individually pay for jerseys, costing over $100 per person, flights to tournaments that are outside
of driving distance, and for food while traveling. Each player is expected to purchase plane
tickets from New England to Seattle for a tournament at the end of March 2022, for example.
The only funding received outside of the original budget provided by the SGA is from
fundraisers on GoFundMe.com and the like. In other words, players are spending money.
Playing outside of academic settings continues to raise the bar for personal investments in
the sport. Sam Harkness of a men’s team in Washington – Seattle Sockeye – wrote an article on
his personal costs of play in 2014. Sockeye was established in 1991 and has won the men’s club
division a handful of times, most recently in 2019 (Seattle Sockeye – Ultimate Frisbee Club).
Harkness predicted that his season with Sockeye would cost him just shy of $5,000 for 29 weeks
of play. He included his own yearly income and budgeting practices outside of Ultimate, and, in
his words, after living expenses and Ultimate costs were removed, “I have $4,796 left over for
entertainment, travel, medical costs, gym, phone, and any emergencies. Needless to say, I do not
have a savings account” (Harkness). Playing elite Ultimate is not sustainable for those without
thousands of dollars of disposable income, and yet the burden continues to fall on players to
support these costs.
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Finally, professional Ultimate itself is an oxymoron. Indeed, there are men’s and
women’s professional leagues for Ultimate, but these are not full-time athletes. In the
professional men’s league, the American Ultimate Disc League (AUDL), athletes made between
$350 and $700 per season, but the most elite players might be so lucky as to earn $1400 in a
year. Playing professionally does not necessitate players to spend their own money like every
other league of Ultimate does, but this in no way is a full lifestyle change. As one interviewee
quipped, “No parent is like, ‘you got to go out there and, you know, put your time in on the
ultimate field,’ or, like, ‘if you don't do well, you're not going to get a scholarship’ or, if you
like… I can't think of anything else that you just simply don't have to do. So, you're there
because you want to be there” (12/22).

Image: Matt Smith of the Atlanta Hustle Laying Out for a Catch (Stapleton)

These financial strains create negative feedback loops for diversity. White players created
the game, White players initiated the status quo of what the sport requires of its players, and
White players in a staggering majority are keeping up with the demands. Socioeconomic status is
an axis that Ultimate does not equitably accommodate. One interviewee admits that financial
access is certainly a barrier: “I can see someone dropping out and choosing to do something with
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their time that's, you know, not as expensive” (11/10). Moreover, though they are not indicative
of one another, being of a minority race in the United States is a risk factor for a lower
socioeconomic status. This does not mean that one causes the other, but White people on average
are more likely to be of higher socioeconomic status than those of other races (Cheng et al.).
Indeed, a metanalysis put out by the National Institute of Health (NIH) showed that Black
households make just shy of 60% of White households’ income on average (Williams et al.).
Inherently, financial strains are felt more by communities of color than they are by White people.
Because of this, socioeconomic issues easily become issues of race.

Visibility of the Issue
Atlanta, GA, my home city, is racially diverse. However, the racial demographics of the
city are not represented in the Ultimate Frisbee teams based there. Druid Hills High School, a
public school located in DeKalb County, is over 40% Black and under 30% White (Lieberman).
At the same time, the Ultimate Frisbee team at DHHS does not have a single Black person on the
roster. The Atlanta Flying Disc Club (AFDC) sponsored the Color of Ultimate documentary
hoping to expose this exact kind of inequity and expose it did. This project is well known among
athletes. One informant for this project claims it was one of the main learning moments for him
with regards to racial inequities in his sport. I came in contact with this person through my time
playing in Atlanta; he has been playing Ultimate for over a decade at many levels, all the way
from the eighth grade to elite adult leagues. His perspective shifted due to the influence of the
Color of Ultimate:
My senior year, my fifth year in college, like, my roommate […] was
involved in like, the Color of Ultimate tour, and then like Shanye (Crawford)
– and I'm trying to remember who else –and a couple other people came and
gave a presentation at CCC [Classic City Classic, a tournament in Athens,
GA] and I mean, I think work like that is super valuable in terms of making
people aware of the issues that minorities face because it's kind of hard to
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think about it when it's not something that you experience on a daily basis,
right? I don't consciously think about my race because I don't really have to.
(11/10)

Awareness is extremely important for repairing and rebuilding inequitable systems; without
people knowing about issues, especially people with societal power, then not much can get done.
The uplift of the voices of people of color is absolutely the first step, but it cannot be the only
step. Indeed, work is being done by many, such as Shanye Crawford and Josh Feng in Atlanta in
the AFDC with Project Diversity and now Crawford again with Disc/Diversity. And yet people
of color sharing their experience and asking for these issues to change will not simply fix
systemic issues within a sport, or within any organization or society for that matter.

Dueling Dual Identities
Ultimate frisbee has made a name for itself as a culture. The hippies, the alternative
athletes, and White people all blend to create an image of the quintessential frisbee player. This
is no baseless claim; despite the short history of the sport, news articles and conversations alike
have connected Ultimate players to this brand. An Ultiworld.com news interview from 2019
posed the following question to a former club Ultimate administrator: “There are some, ahem,
synergies with ultimate frisbee and marijuana, though for many years the sport has fought
against the stereotype. Do you think ultimate should ever consider taking on advertising dollars
or sponsorship from the marijuana industry?” (Eisenhood, “Free Preview”). This counterculture
brand goes farther deep than just the perceived recreational joys of the athletes. Players find
themselves immersed in tight knit communities to which they feel they owe success, happiness,
and social lives. One informant said that after beginning to play, the reasons she stayed “had to
do a lot with culture and community of ultimate” (11/28). Another stated that “there’s a
particular culture and are particular benefits socially for some people within the sport” (11/4).
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Not one interviewee shied away from the joy they felt within the community, at least not the
White ones.
The first interview I conducted in November of 2021 was with someone who played in a
section of New England I had previously played in a few years back. We had never overlapped
as teammates, but my network of teams reached her early on and she was eager to speak with me
on this topic. She had spent her teen years on the west coast, watching friends play the sport and
engaging in her own, more mainstream athletic endeavors. Regardless, after arriving at college
and trying to find a social niche, she found the sport to be an attractive group; there were
upperclassmen to connect with, parties to attend, and a way to make the school feel smaller as a
new arrival to the eastern US. Despite joining her college’s team to find an in-group, she
discovered that the sport’s reputation was othering:
I know the perception of frisbee within the school. I know that it's perceived
as a really White space. That's an added thing; it carries like more of a
weight in a way to be part of that team in other spaces for me than for some
of the other White players. And then I guess specifically there's times when
we've had mixers or parties with other affinity groups. I am Mexican
American and identify as Latina, and we've had mixers of with our Latinx
Students Association and with other groups, and those have always been
pretty uncomfortable, I would say, because I'm honestly kind of, like,
embarrassed for the team. So, I feel strange that I'm in both of these spaces
because they almost feel like they should be separate – just like, the culture
and the way that people act in them. (11/4)

For her, the entrance into the community was easy. Many college freshmen join new clubs, try
new things, and meet new people. However, once she tied herself to this new identity as an
Ultimate player, it almost contradicted her other identities. In a way, playing Ultimate in college
was a racial identity. Of course, this overstatement of the situation is not fully accurate; being an
athlete does not hold as much societal weight as being a member of any race. Even so, the
identities of “Ultimate player” and Latina exist in opposition. The behaviors and attitudes of the
groups do not cohabitate peacefully.
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Image: A Premier Ultimate League Athlete Laying Out (Brooks)

Almost a month later, I spoke with a college graduate living in New England. She is half
Japanese and grew up in an overwhelmingly White community. She began playing to stay active
in the off-seasons of other sports in high school and joined her college’s D3 team; even now into
post-graduate adulthood, she finds as many ways as she can to play. She will participate in casual
adult leagues or travel to play on the beach with friends from her undergraduate community.
Despite her love for the sport, she too feels the identity of an Ultimate player as a stifling brand.
The idea of what frisbee athletes should be contradicts with her other, racialized identities. The
burden of the counterculture is not weightless. For those not oppressed societally because of their
race, going against the norms to seem edgy and abnormal takes little pause. This is not the case
for those required to stay between lines to appease the masses:
It might just be the stereotypes of it being kind of like the hippie-stonerslacker kind of people, and I don't know whether other minorities choose not
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to take on that stereotype by playing Frisbee on top of their other stereotypes
or what it is, but Asians have the stereotype of being hard workers and so
it’s fine to add…. You know, it’ll just average out and balance. […] I can
consider myself sort of an activist and trying to be a visible minority and
vocally a minority in my majority White communities. These are the things I
am getting out of just my lived experience. […] I don’t know the
experiences of people who are non-Asian. (12/2)

To choose to play a sport defined by its underdog-attitude is to add another degree of separation
between oneself and the accepted, mainstream group. For White people, there are not many
stakes to deciding to take this leap. For those who are already marginalized to a significant
degree, to play and continue to play Ultimate is a weighted choice.
As expected, simply the identity of playing Ultimate is not the only whiteness-centered
aspect of the sport. As many people play because of the apparently welcoming, tight-knit
community, the large number of interactions between athletes in non-athletic settings can further
expose stereotypes and biases. One informant, also of Asian heritage, spoke to the types of
maddening interactions she has had with White members of the Ultimate community:
In college, there were two other Asian people on the team and people would,
you know, lump me in with them and I'd get mistaken for them and that was
incredibly infuriating. And then, another time, I was talking to some person,
– some friend I had made through frisbee – and I was overhearing a
conversation that his friends were having and they asked if I was attractive,
[…] to which his response was, “she's Asian.” It makes my blood boil to this
day. I think that is not necessarily isolated to a Frisbee thing, but when all of
your friends are frisbee people and they're who you're interacting with it,
you know, goes hand in hand. (12/01)

As she pointed out, scenarios like those two are not something inherently taught or forced by
simply playing Ultimate. However, immersing oneself in a largely White sports community and
then integrating those athletic connections into social connections creates a high frequency of
these events. It is hard to imagine either of those incidents happening to her in a majority Asian
space.
Through the majority of this thesis, I have spoken on race and racial equity largely
focusing on the marginalization of Black athletes and the Whiteness of Ultimate. However, this
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is not meant to erase the present biases against all minority races in Ultimate. The example given
above clearly shows it. However, there are still racial differences among the minorities for the
way that equity issues manifest. Further, Black athletes and athletes of darker skin tone face
more access issues than Asian-American athletes, according to the findings of this thesis. One
informant noted this, saying that she “was looking at the pictures of like the college teams and,
you know, there are a lot of Asian people – like visibly Asian people – and then there's not a lot
of black people or… yeah, at least like not in the US college D3 teams that I was looking at”
(12/02). As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the Asian-American population is overrepresented in
Ultimate – the US in the 2020 census was 5.60% Asian, while the USAU demographics of 2019
showed that 8.52% of members were Asian, yet for Black players those numbers were 12.20%
and 1.55%, respectively. Impactful presence of a minority group is a great step towards racial
equity, yet this happened while other races are still largely underrepresented and excluded from
the sport.
One possibility for this difference stems from racial differences in educational attainment.
Asian-Americans as a race have the highest rate of completion of education at or higher than the
level of bachelor’s degree (NCES). College Ultimate is a huge driver of the sport.

Figure: USAU Membership by Division, 2018 (USA Ultimate, Annual Report 2018)
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Many players begin playing on college teams, and college players make up just over 30% of all
memberships purchased with USAU. As illustrated in the figure, college Ultimate is extremely
impactful and these numbers in conjunction with the education trends by race can begin to
explain the high rates of Asian players.
In the culture of the US, communication styles and respect are not racially coded against
Asian Americans in the same ways that they are against Black people and other races with darker
skin. This means that many of the microaggressions listed and discussed in detail in this thesis do
not apply in the cases of Asian athletes. While this further shifts the focus of this thesis onto
Black athletes, it is not meant to indicate that Asian athletes are not marginalized in the sport or
do not face racism in Ultimate. The vignette shared in this section plainly proves otherwise. The
focus of Ultimate on White culture and White athletes leaves room for any person of a different
race to be discriminated against, regardless of their percentage-based representation.

Spirit of the Game:
What if Ultimate itself was an exclusionary sport? Yes, monochromatic community
demographics, self-satisfied, culture, and issues surrounding access are restrictive, but these are
all obstacles based on the people playing the sport and not necessarily the sport itself. However,
the built environment of the sport is influential just as the people existing within it. The Spirit of
the Game (SotG) is the core of Ultimate and calls upon players to self-officiate, communicate
respectfully, play by the rulebook, and engage with opposing teams with dignity. The SotG is
impactful on players; as one informant put it:

When I first learned ultimate at summer camp, and then going into other
camps, like NUTC [National Ultimate Training Camp], they definitely made
an emphasis on the Spirit of the Game about how ultimate is supposed to be
different than other sports in the way that we're respecting our opponents.
One of the big things that actually stuck with me is being grateful that we
have an opponent to play because not that many people play ultimate and
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like, if you even look like 20 or 30 years ago there’s probably like one or
two teams per city.

Gratitude. Respect. Individuality. The SotG dictates the sport. In addition to general philosophy,
the SotG also governs situations such as the result of foul disputes, out- or in-bounds calls, and
other rules-based conversations that happen in the middle of points can change the score
outcome. Disputes are supposed to happen as follows: one player makes a call, say a foul, and
play on the field stops. Then, the person they called it on turns to speak to the fouled player.
There are one or two exchanged words to see if the person who called the foul will retract, but
ultimately the supposed fouler can say “contest” or “no contest,” based on if they agree or
disagree, respectively.

Image: Two Players Discuss a Call (USA Ultimate, US Open SotG)

Based on that decision, the result of the foul is determined. This can result in a score, a turnover
of possession, a redo of a throw, or a drop changing to a catch. In Ultimate, the winning team
only needs to win by one point, and sometimes it does come down to that slim margin.
Constitutionally, these conversations have high stakes. Moreover, these decisions are made
subjectively, which is where problematic elements can slip through the cracks.
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In the Color of Ultimate documentary, athlete Tuba Benson-Jaja microaggressions he
experiences within Ultimate. In a discussion in the film, he shares:
I always played with a little sense of anxiety because I was always having to
apologize for my personality which is, essentially, being a Black person. I
was a very animated – in love with just sports and people and just like in
love with everything so I would be nice and loud or cry with you or
whatever it was – but having to apologize for that personality of being the
only Black person (TNReels).

In this society, Black people are often asked to dim their expressions, emotions, volume, and
presence. This is a way to ease White discomfort that might occur if Black people took up equal
space. As Lehmann saw while coaching a majority-Black high school team, athletes of Color
find themselves repressed. A majority White team at tournaments may cheer, celebrate, and
emote just as much as his players, but Lehmann’s team was often asked to turn down the dial
(Lehmann, “On Ultimate And Race”). Not only does this impact the experience of the players, it
can also impact the outcome of the game and the flow of play. In other words, SotG does not just
apply to the general ethics of the Ultimate community and perceived emotionality is a
penalizable offense. While Ultimate is self-officiated, the rule book contains a clause for a “Blue
Card,” or a Team Misconduct Foul. This section states “A Team Misconduct Foul (TMF) can be
assessed against a team for conduct that violates Spirit of the Game by and team member or
spectators considered as partisans for the team” (Rules of Ultimate | USA Ultimate).
Additionally, there are clauses calling for players with “egregious conduct” to be removed from
games or even whole tournaments. Some of these conduct issues regard safety during play. In a
sport like Ultimate that involves agility and light contact without any physical protective
equipment, these are necessary boundaries to set. However, the SotG and conduct do not pertain
to only physicality. Respectfulness, communication, and subjective judgement of behavior are all
condemnable if considered scandalous to any degree.
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Inclusion of rules that are objectively biased creates space for inequitable, even racist
events to occur. Foul calls regarding play clearly require subjective perspective of the players,
especially in a self-officiated sport. However, this subjectivity is warranted because it directly
impacts the gameplay itself. Drawing in demeanor, conversation style, and other aspects of. This
rather changes the outcome from a judgement of play to a judgement of character. Moreover,
Ultimate inherently gives permission for biased perceptions to be acted upon and be masked with
the guise of spirited athleticism.

Manifestations of the Research:
This case study of Ultimate shows a reflection of society on athletics; Ultimate provides a
bubble for its stereotypically inclusive, progressive, counterculture community. The sport was
created as an alternative, and many within the community see themselves and the space itself to
be an act of rebellion against the typical track of athletics. Yet, the individuals creating the sport
culture and perpetuating its status quo are not in a minority. The creation of a White space is
inherently going to be excluding, insular, and othering process. As seen in the case of Ultimate,
the aspects that are attractive and rebellious for White athletes are alienating for athletes of
Color. Further, the label of “Ultimate player” is taken as a tag to mean an inclusive, progressive,
counterculture individual, just like the community. Being an athlete in the sport may be taken as
a hall-pass for complacency on one end, or even overt racism in extreme cases. As one informant
explained,
If you notice that somebody like is an inherently disrespectful person, it will
often come out on by treating somebody who's marginalized poorly. And so,
it doesn't really surprise me that Spirit of the Game – which is something
that inherently takes that into the very heart of what it is – is being twisted
and corrupted to not accommodate everyone who has different backgrounds
and everything, especially as it is predominantly expressed through like one
major race (11/28).
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Underlying biases, predispositions, or beliefs are given the perfect avenue in a sport focused on
interpersonal connection and character as a basis for starting or settling disputes during
gameplay. In an op-ed by Middlebury College student Sidra Pierson, this very concept is
explored. As she aptly puts it, “The reality is that these unique aspects bring their own problems,
highlighting implicit bias and inadequate cultural competency in coaches and players alike”
(Pierson). The uniqueness of Ultimate in turn creates a superiority complex and can be taken to
absolve them from issues they may be a part of.

Image: Two Players of the American Ultimate Disc League in a Live Game (Voyce-Nelson)

This juxtaposition exists elsewhere in society, and requires a the foundational concept of
intersectionality to understand its weight. Kimberlé Crenshaw is considered to have laid the
groundwork for intersectionality. In her critique regarding persistent issues in the legal system
regarding increased risk faced by Black women, Crenshaw (1989) wrote the following:
This focus on the most privileged group members marginalizes those who
are multiply-burdened and obscures claims that cannot be understood as
resulting from discrete sources of discrimination. I suggest further that this
focus on otherwise-privileged group members creates a distorted analysis of
racism and sexism because the operative conceptions of race and sex
become grounded in experiences that actually represent only a subset of a
much more complex phenomenon (Crenshaw, pp. 140).
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In this setting, she illuminates the ways in which the legal system in the United States, a space
created by White men, was made on behalf of the ways that White men interact with each other
and is now applied to the entire population of the US without any amending or rethinking to
account for diversity within the country. This system further privileges the individuals who
created the space. Axes of oppression such as race, class, and gender were seen to be separate
entities. However, members within the system are inherently a part of more than one axis of
oppression. The introduction of the concept of intersectionality asserts that individuals of one
marginalized group on a particular axis can oppress marginalized groups on other axes that they
are not themselves a part of. In this context here, Crenshaw calls specifically on the ways that
White men, Black men, and White women are complacent in oppression of Black women.
A newly explored concept called “White feminism” describes a manner of activism that
can be equated to the racially charged issues of Ultimate as a constructed space. Activist Mikki
Kendall is often credited with the movement against White feminism that began in social media
in 2013 with her hashtag “#SolidarityisforWhiteWomen” (Daniels). However, critiques of
feminist movements rooting themselves in whiteness go back a few decades. All the Women are
White, All the Blacks are Men, But Some of Us are Brave compiled by Hull et. al. (1982) created
what is considered to be a flagship collection of Black feminist scholarship and writing. The
book is credited with bringing Black women into the limelight and initiating a shift in feminist
movements. Valerie Lee was a professor at Dennison College at the time of its publication and
recalls its impact on the fields of women’s studies and Black studies that she taught. However,
she asserts that intersectionality has its limits:
However useful, we cannot afford to make intersectionality our one
theoretical identity or contribution. Intersectionality has helped those of us
who practice Black feminist criticism to explain our worldview and
positionality. […] However, some who practice Black feminist criticism fear
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the elasticity of the term intersectionality, the way it has stretched and
adapted itself to other groups and contexts. (Lee, pp. 792)

While holistic critique of feminism, White feminist movements, and the facets of nuance that
afflict these areas of study are outside of the scope of this thesis, the school of thought behind
their assessments is a necessary steppingstone to realizing the implications of Ultimate as a case
study. Intersectionality can be a gift, but it can be insidious in its own right. Weaponized
individuality plagues activists, counter-culturalists, and anyone who finds a sense of superiority
for being a part of a specific group. An “ultimate player” is an identity that can feel further
marginalizing to an already marginalized group. On the flip side, it can be a way to deflect blame
from white people because they have this identity that labels them as inclusive and progressive
without them truly earning or living up to that description.
This concept of deflection appears when analyzing the impact of Asian athletes in
Ultimate. As I could repeat manifold, representation of any minority group is a step in the right
direction, and the high percentage rate of Asian Ultimate players is no exception. However, it
can be utilized by White athletes to further deflect any sense of responsibility for inequities they
may be complacent to. Asian informants and primary resource authors that I utilize in this thesis
speak to this very topic. In one interview article done by the Young Women’s Christian
Association (YWCA) in 2019 cites an Asian interviewee saying:
It’s already at times intimidating to be asked to represent your own
intersectional identity, then that identity on behalf of your team, then on
behalf of your sport, and then on top of that, to speak on behalf of groups of
people with identities I do not have just because people of those
backgrounds are not present or available and I am the next most
marginalized person so I’m somehow a stand in. (Eisner)

Asian athletes find themselves called on to be the spokespeople for all minority groups, just
because they are the most present race other than White in most Ultimate settings. Moreover, the
Ultimate community sometimes points to Asian athletes as a reason why there may not be a
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racial equity issue in the first place. One Latinx informant from the west coast notes that,
compared to her New England college, “when I had been part of frisbee things within Seattle, or
gone to frisbee events, there is at least more racial diversity in terms of… like, there are a lot
more Asian American players and/or Asian Pacific Islander players, and they are really, really
good” (11/04). Teams on the west coast with a larger proportion of Asian athletes are some of
the most visible examples of diversity in Ultimate in the US. Yet, their existence is not proof of a
problem fixed, but rather should serve as a goal to reach ubiquitously across all racial groups and
across different geographies in the US.
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Ultimate is a sport. Yet, talk to anyone who has engaged with it and quickly it is
revealed that Ultimate is so much more than just a sport. Ultimate is a community of educated
intellectual, quirky individuals with high hopes of creating an alternative sport that will take the
world by storm. Ultimate is more, still. Ultimate is a highly visible environment created within
the last few decades, making information condensable. What’s more, this environment is
permeated by race; the founders, the current demographics, the stereotypes, and even the core
values embedded by the rule book are dripping in White culture.
In this research, I used a combination of qualitative research methods in order to produce
a holistic set of primary sources. This process included conducting interviews, analyzing
documentaries and podcasts, and extracting from already written pieces, either op-eds or
interviews. These sources often offered overlapping information, opinions, and experiences,
which in turn allowed me to triangulate this subjective data. Additionally, I used existing
demographic and financial data within Ultimate, athletics, and individual institutions in order to
substantiate the qualitative findings. Underlying this data – both qualitative and quantitative – is
my own experience as a participant in Ultimate. These avenues together produced the material
informing the analysis. In the analysis of this research, I used qualitative coding methods
traditional for these methods. This involved extracting main themes that are transformed into
answers of the driving research questions. In turn, the explanation and analyses of these themes
was informed directly in the text of this thesis by the interviewees and external primary accounts.
There were four main foci of my analysis: access, awareness, Spirit of the Game, and
identity. Access to the sport is limited; this is not a technical limitation, but rather is caused by
covert barriers. The niche nature of the sport and lack of financial support provided to players
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create a high bar for access. Awareness, or lack thereof, of the diversity issues in Ultimate
contribute to the perpetuation of the inequitable aspects of the sport. The players of the sport are
largely complacent in the status quo. With this status quo comes stereotypes; Ultimate athletes
are assumed to look, behave, and identify in a certain way. Often this identity holds truth, yet it
can be alienating for individuals that do not share these qualities. This issue of identity is even
more alienating for individuals who do not share these qualities and never wish to share them in
the future. While some athletes can adapt, athletes of color are not always privileged to changing
their public presentation in the way White athletes are. Finally, the values written into the rules
of Ultimate instill a lack of cultural and racial diversity. Spirit of the Game, as described by the
rules, assumes that everyone on the field communicates under the same social codes and is
unbiased to any other individual. These assumptions are baseless, yet because of their place in
the rulebook they maintain a mostly ubiquitous, White population of athletes. These findings,
although indicative of deeply rooted issues, can offer Ultimate a means to move forward in the
direction of equity. Additionally, suggestions aimed towards Ultimate can be modified to address
equity issues in other spheres of society. As demonstrated, the issues in Ultimate are correlated
strongly with preexisting biases and inequities, so any means to amend these concerns are
extrapolatable.
Lehmann as a follow up to his “On Ultimate and Race” article series wrote an article
titled “On Ultimate and Race: A Way Forward” (2018). Here, he outlined six potential, concrete
changes that USA Ultimate could implement in order to increase access. These changes
specifically target the issue of monetary access in the sport. For example, he suggests that the
National Teams, which are typically extremely White, get sponsorships in order to relieve
financial pressure (Lehmann, “On Ultimate And Race: A Way Forward - Ultiworld”). Youth
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players hoping to represent the US are expected to pay anywhere from $2,800 to $5,050,
according to USAU (USA Ultimate 2022 WJUC Player Application). Sponsors, financial
donations, and other group-sourced funds are a straightforward way to reduce this burden. As
Lehmann quipped, “If Science Leadership Academy can have Johnsonville Sausage on the back
of our shirts, then USAU can find the National Teams a sponsor” (Lehmann, “On Ultimate And
Race: A Way Forward - Ultiworld”).
A fix to knowledge-based access barriers requires more direct action than finding
sponsors. Sports such as basketball, soccer, and baseball are easy to find from a young age.
Despite the growing population of Ultimate players, the sport is simply not a universal presence,
especially at the youth levels. This burden falls largely on players with networks in their
communities, educational institutions, or social groups. As one interviewee recalled, Ultimate
players new to the sport often receive an enthusiastic invitation into the sport. While those widearmed welcomes should continue, a more effective way to increase equitable participation is to
lower the labor necessary to find the Ultimate community in the first place. Create recreational
leagues. Introduce the sport into Physical Education curriculums at local schools. Some of this
visibility will increase as the popularity and visibility of the sport rises. Yet, in a classic chickenand-egg way, these efforts on the local scale will increase overall participation, too, thus
boosting the sport’s relevance in popular sports culture.
Finally, the avenues that allow biases to determine the outcome of game play, foul calls,
and even game results must be removed or, at minimum, amended. Spirit of the Game absolutely
has a place in Ultimate. Self-officiation has the potential to foster reciprocal respect, conflict
resolution, and understanding despite differences. Ultimate Peace, an organization based in Israel
that connects Palestinian and Israeli children through Ultimate, centralizes their successful
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program around SotG. However, their programming focuses on the following five principals:
“mutual respect, friendship, non-violence, personal integrity, and fun” (“Why Ultimate?”). These
principals focus on removing bias from players’ views and opinions. They do not include
communication style, perceived aggression, or other aspects included in SotG in the USAU
rulebook that directly funnel opportunity for microaggressions and implicit biases into gameplay.
An adjustment in this direction would at least remove this vehicle for bias in the sport.

Image: Ultimate Peace Campers Part Ways at the End of Programming (Ultimate Peace)

One informant spoke on SotG by saying: “You know, it really drives the importance of
being respectful of the other players and making sure you're always respecting their points of
view as well as your own point of view if a call is made, and that you follow the parliamentary
procedures that that are set out in the rules of the game” (12/05). This outlook is shared by a lot
of players of Ultimate and will take time to change. However, the alterations that I am proposing
will necessitate a shift in the mindset of players. This informant is clearly referencing the
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language in the rulebook regarding SotG and cannot be faulted for doing so. Additionally, a
conversation to refute this mindset now would work; this outlook is backed up by the written
rules. However, changing the language would open the door to not only change the mindset, but
also provide a basis for people to correct problematic statements.
Sports embedded in White culture serve to ensconce the egos of their participant athletes.
Ultimate perpetuates a “chip-on-the-shoulder” attitude as the sport is still proving itself in
mainstream athletics. Outreach organizations such as Disc/Diversity that focus on bias training
and visibility of racial inequity in Ultimate – and society – curtail these attitudes and educate
participants on the ways they may be preserving these problematic dynamics. Instituting all these
changes across all levels of Ultimate, from recreational leagues to the published documentation
of USAU, would at least turn the sport in the right direction.
As a participant in the sport, I believe two main approaches, one top-down and one
bottom-up, are viable and would be effective. Lehmann (2018) and his examples show top-down
approaches that I find compelling. USAU and other local Ultimate organizations giving funding
to teams so that they do not need to require athletes to personally pay for travel, jerseys, and
team resources would mitigate some access issues. With the growing popularity of the sport, this
is extremely viable. This also does not require major amendments to observer and player training
or rewriting of the rulebook. While I believe these are necessary and would mitigate issues
caused by Spirit of the Game, it is harder to implement and may take longer. Sponsorships and
fundraising, however, can be ongoing and carried out on a shorter timeline. Bottom-up fixes,
while more resource intensive for athletes in the sport, seem to be the most feasible solution from
my perspective. There are two main reasons for this. First, the individuals in the sport who are
dedicated to progressing equity can find satisfaction through personal, small-scale changes. The
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ideas mentioned above – introducing the sport to schools without it or creating recreational
leagues – are within the means of the average Ultimate player. Secondly, these bottom-up
solutions would put pressure on organizations such as USAU to adapt. As proven in this study,
organizations are consumed with the desire to maintain the norms that awarded them power in
the first place. If those norms simply do not exist anymore, or newer standards appear more
beneficial than the old ones, governing bodies may change on their own.
There are several limitations to this research. With more time and resources, I would
hope to progress this project. In another study building off these findings, a more quantitative,
policy-based research design could be utilized. It would be helpful to explore how the
implementation of equity-driven initiatives are in Ultimate as well as other athletic spheres. For
example, a longitudinal project analyzing the impact of bringing recreational Ultimate to a
middle school could examine the direct efficacy of this type of programming. On another front, a
detailed analysis of game play specifically would add objective data and could be used to train
observers and athletes on specific strategies to implement or avoid. A holistic review of game
film or called plays in filmed Ultimate games to quantify the proportions of biased-based calls
and foul conversations is a way to go about this. However, the absence of these strategies to
build upon the findings is a limitation to this thesis. Further, this thesis deals with a limited
sample size. As a solitary, undergraduate researcher I faced restrictions on my time and scope
and had to resort to informants within reasonably few degrees of separation. The current state of
the pandemic during my data collection was another limiting factor for this thesis. I resorted
solely to digital means – email, Zoom, MS teams, and social media – to recruit participants,
conduct interviews, and workshop the analysis and creation of the research’s deliverables.
Lastly, the timeline of an undergraduate thesis requires mere months to conduct research that
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easily could have spanned a year or longer. Additional resources and time, as well as reduced
COVID-19 restrictions, could have allowed me opportunities to participate more closely in my
research. This could look like attending tournaments and practices to conduct interviews and
record quantitative data on demographics and player-to-player interactions or even in-person,
group interviews. Finally, greater flexibility, resources, and time could allow me to actually
implement the potential programming and policy in an experimental setting to test the
performance of my conclusions.
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